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The Behavior Gap: Buy High, Sell Low

S

ince 1994, DALBAR, Inc.—a Boston-based
research firm specializing in financial
services—has published an annual report
that “measures the effects of investor
decisions to buy, sell and switch into and
out of mutual funds over short and
long-term timeframes.”
The results: The average investor in an equity mutual
fund has consistently earned less than either the
performance of the fund or the S&P 500…by a wide
margin. How bad is it? Shockingly bad.
Over the 20-year period from 1995-2014, the
annualized return of the S&P 500 Index was 9.9%
compared to an annualized return of 5.2% for the
average equity mutual fund investor—a difference of
4.7% annually. This “behavior gap” is illustrated below.

What Causes the Behavior Gap?
In an ideal world, investors are supposed to buy low
and sell high. Simple. In the real world, investors do the
exact opposite—buy high and sell low—especially
during the most volatile times.

In the last 30 years, the three months with
the most acute investor underperformance
were: October 2008 (-7.4%), March 2000
(-6.1%) and October 1987 (-5.3%). Not
surprisingly, those three data points correspond exactly with times of maximum
pessimism and panic in the financial markets:
the Great Financial Crisis, the Dot-com Bust and
Black Monday, respectively.
As DALBAR insightfully points out in its most recent
study: “Investor behavior is not simply buying and
selling at the wrong time, it is the psychological traps,
triggers and misconceptions that cause investors to
act irrationally. That irrationality leads to the buying
and selling at the wrong time which leads to underperformance.”
Those familiar with the field of behavioral finance
will instantly recognize some of the distinctive
behaviors identified as part of the catalogue of the
underlying causes:
♦ Loss aversion—expecting to find high returns

with low risk.

Please see BEHAVIOR page 4

Behavior Gap
Investor behavior cost the average investor 4.7% per year

Behavior gap

9.9%

-4.7%

S&P 500 return

average investor underperformance vs.
the S&P 500 Index

5.2%
Average equity investor
return
Source: Annual Lipper/DALBAR study of average equity investor returns
for the 20-year period beginning in 1995 and ending December 31, 2014.
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Exercise the Free Dividend Option

I

magine it’s February 19,
2016, and you’ve just retired
on your 65th birthday. You’ve
worked hard, saved diligently
and now have a $1 million
portfolio—what you hope will
be an adequate nest egg for
retirement. You are sitting
down with your financial adviser
discussing your asset allocation
for the next 10 years. And for argument’s sake,
let’s assume you can’t change your allocation mix
between stocks and bonds for exactly one decade.
What percentage will you allocate to stocks and
how much to bonds?
Your financial adviser explains that the conventional
wisdom suggests having an allocation to stocks
equal to 100 minus one’s age. So in this example
for a 65-year-old, the equity allocation would be
35%. But, you protest, stocks are risky. And you are
risk averse. Besides, at the end of this hypothetical
period you will be 75 years old, so at that point
your conventional wisdom stock allocation should
only be 25%. So, after careful collaboration with
your trusted adviser, in a Solomon-like manner you
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anticipate where you will be
in a decade and decide to
allocate 25% to stocks and
75% to bonds today.

S&P 500 Dividend
Yield 60 Basis Points
Higher than 10-Year
Treasury Yield
To see how this follow-the-conventional-wisdom
approach works out, let’s take a look at the math.
To fill your bond allocation, you invest $750,000 in
the 10-year Treasury, which yields 1.75% as of
February 19, 2016. For your stock allocation, you
invest $250,000 in a low cost equity index mutual
fund that tracks the S&P 500.
As of the same date, the S&P 500 is at 1,917.78.
The operating earnings for 2016 are projected to be
about $122, so the index is trading at an estimated
P/E ratio of 15.8x (compared to a historical average of
15.5x). On a per share basis, the trailing 12-month
dividend payout was just under $44, which represents
a dividend yield of 2.34%.
Like a lot of “conservative” investors, you’re fixated
on yield to fund your retirement income. So let’s recap:
the 10-year Treasury yields 1.75%, and the S&P 500
dividend yield is 2.34%.—a difference of 0.59%.
In other words, the S&P 500 is paying you 60 basis
points more in income annually than the 10-year
Treasury. So you effectively get 10 years of earnings
growth, dividend growth and potential for capital
appreciation…for free. But what about the risk of
stocks declining over the next 10 years? Let’s examine
the historical record.

Lowest Average Annual Return over
20-Year Rolling Periods: 7%
Looking at all 10-year rolling periods from 1950 to 2015
from the middle bar of the chart on the next page, the
lowest average annual total return for the S&P 500
Please see EXERCISE page 3
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over any 10-year period was -1%. And the best average annual return for any 10-year period was 19%.
If you extend the analysis to 20-year periods, which
is much more representative of a typical retirement
period, the lowest average annual return is positive
7%, and the best average annual return is 17%. In
fact, there has never been any 20-year period in the
postwar era that has experienced losses. While this
is no guarantee of future returns, it demonstrates
the importance of specifying the right time horizon
to minimize portfolio risk.
In fact, the average annual return for stocks and
bonds over this 65-year period was 11.1% and 6%
respectively. At these compounded rates of returns
over a 20-year period, $100,000 would grow to
$817,926 invested in stocks and only $321,863 if
invested in bonds—a difference of 154%.
And one would think that the tradeoff for access
to this type of premium return would at least be a
lower current yield. But, at today’s level, even that
is not true. There is nothing to give up or pay in
terms of yield sacrifice.

Getting Your Cake and Eating it Too
So now to come full circle on the math. But for ease
of comparison, let’s give you a mulligan and assume
that the $1 million portfolio was initially allocated
in equal 50% portions to bonds and stocks.

Growth of $100,000
over 20 years
(at annual average)

11.1%
6.0%

$817,926
$321,863

There has never been a 20-year period in the
postwar era that has experienced losses. While
this is no guarantee of future returns, it
demonstrates the importance of specifying the
right time horizon to minimize portfolio risk.

0

-3%

Annual average
total return
during period

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Returns shown are based on
calendar years from 1950 to 2015. Growth of $100,000 is based on annual
average total returns from 1950 to 2015.

In dollar terms, the $500,000 invested in the 10-year
Treasury at 1.75% will generate a fixed income of
$8,750 in the first year, and every year thereafter,
for a total of $87,500 over the decade.
The $500,000 invested in equities will yield $11,700 in
the first year alone. If history is any guide, the initial
S&P 500 dividend of $44 per share will grow at
about 5% per year to about $73 at the end of the
10-year period. On this basis, the dividend income in
year 10 would be equivalent to about $19,000 [$73
dividend in year 10 / 1,917 initial S&P price = 3.8%
dividend yield x $500,000 initial investment]. Even
if dividends were frozen at the first year level, you
still would have $117,000 in cumulative dividend
income over the decade—one-third more than the
total income from the 10-year Treasury.
In summary: stocks currently yield more than the
10-year Treasury, dividends grow over time while
interest income is fixed to a bond’s coupon level,
and over 10- to 20-year time horizons, the historical
evidence suggests that stocks nearly always appreciate
in value. Since our starting point as of February 19, 2016
was with stocks valued dead in line with their historical
multiples (P/E of 15.8x estimated earnings compared
to long-term historical average of 15.5x), there is no
rational basis to believe that this time will be different.
Given the choice between stocks and bonds, and
since stocks currently yield more than the 10-year
Treasury, why not exercise the free option on 10 years
of earnings growth, dividend growth and capital
appreciation by owning equities?
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Perspective

Continued from Page 1

With so much bad news to report, January was a
glorious month for the financial media. “The worst
X days” of any given period always makes a great
headline.

♦ Narrow framing—making decisions without

considering all implications.
♦ Anchoring—relating to familiar experiences,

even when inappropriate.
♦ Media response—tendency to react to news

without reasonable examination.

January 2016 Volatility
By now, we all know that January was not a good
month for the stock market. We experienced the
worst first five days of any year
Market
ever, and the month ended with
Decline
a -5% total return for the S&P
2%
500. This was the third consecu3%
tive year with a negative January,
and the performance was worse
5%
than 91% of the last 300 months
10%
(i.e., 25 years).
20%
Oh, by the way, January was also
volatile. Sixty-eight percent of the trading days had
gains or losses of 1% or more compared to an average
of 23% of all trading days over the last five years.
So what did mutual fund investors do in January?
Why panic, of course. Consider the data from the
Investment Company Institute’s official survey of
the mutual fund industry: January’s outflow from
domestic equity funds was just about $20 billion. This
compares to outflows of $25 billion in December 2015
and $171 billion for all of 2015 (a year with an S&P
price return of -0.7%, and a total return of 1.4%).
And this is no temporary phenomenon. When one
looks at a chart that overlays the performance of the
S&P 500 with equity mutual fund flows, the correlation
is blindingly obvious: dollars follow performance. As
a general rule, when the stock market goes down, the
investing public reacts by selling equity mutual funds.

5251 DTC Parkway, Suite 200
Greenwood Village, CO 80111

As an antidote to all this negativity, we thought it
might be instructive to put this catalogue of horrible
superlatives in historical perspective. According to
research by J.P. Morgan Asset Management, a 5%
drawdown happens, on average, about four times
per year, or once per quarter. The table below shows
the frequency of different levels of drawdowns and
the typical recovery time (in months).
Historical
Frequency

Typical #
Per Year

Typical Recovery
Time (Months)

Often

18

1 to 4

Once per month

11

2 to 6

Once per quarter

4

2 to 3

Once per year

1

8

Once every 5 years

0

20
Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management

In fact, the average peak-to-trough intra-year
decline over the last 35 years has averaged -14.2%.
If we dare to indulge in the perspective of a 10-year
time horizon, we are reminded that the S&P 500
closed at 1,248 on December 31, 2005 vs. a close of
2,044 on December 31, 2015—an increase of 64%.
And this 10-year time capsule included, of course,
the year 2008, where the S&P 500 had a total return
of -37%, the second worst year behind only the
-43% of 1931.
A good investment counselor needs to help put
months like January 2016 in context and remind his
clients that this too shall pass. January was a great
reminder that investor behavior—not investment
performance—drives the outcomes experienced by
most investors.
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Keating Wealth Management, LLC is a registered investment adviser. Information presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific
securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and, unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing
any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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